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BI in Higher Education
• Transformational impact of Business Intelligence /
Business Analytics repeatedly demonstrated across a
range of industries and business cases, from finance
to retail to the gaming industry
• Emerging field of Academic Analytics: data-driven
decision making practices applied to operational and
administrative purposes as well as to student
teaching and learning issues
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BI in Higher Education
- Exploit Key Data Sources
• Student Life-Cycle (prospect, application, admissions, enrolment,
performance, graduation, interaction, demographics)
• Faculty / staff (number, type, level and qualifications of staff as
well as demographics)
• Knowledge production (number, type, frequency of publications)
• Outreach and engagement with external stakeholders (type, # of
projects, outputs)
• Curriculum (# and types of courses and qualifications offered)
• Space (infrastructure, facilities, equipment)
• Finance (costs & revenues – tuition / grants)
• Labor market needs (Demand driven decision-making)
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BI in Higher Education - Analytics
• Example Applications
– Corporate Performance Management: Aligning
Strategy with Execution through KPIs
– Credit (Tuition) Default Risk models
– Student Performance Early Warning Predictive
Models
– Student Admissions / Retention Analytics
– Teaching Facilities Utilization
Analytics/Optimization
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Conceptions of Agility
• Enterprise agility: the ability of organizations to sense and
respond readily to rapid change reflective of increasingly
turbulent and dynamic environments
• Information Technology plays a critical role in enabling
organizational sense and response capabilities
• Traditional Enterprise information systems rate poorly in this
regard, being designed to enforce process consistency rather
than support agility
- Rouse (2007)
• Business Intelligence systems enable strategic, tactical, and
operational decision-makers to be more flexible and more
responsive to the fast pace of changes to business and
regulatory requirements

Conceptions of Agility
• Enterprise agility: the ability of organizations to sense and
"…enterprise
grade
BI change
platforms
are often
anything but
respond
readily
to rapid
reflective
of increasingly
agile. Indeed,
while modern
enterprise BI platforms are
turbulent
and dynamic
environments
scalable and robust, support and promote a single version
• Information Technology plays a critical role in enabling
of the truth, and minimize operational risk..
organizational sense and response capabilities
[But] these capabilities carry a hefty price tag of complexity,
• Traditional
Enterprise
information
rate poorly
in this
rigidity, and
inflexibility,
and as asystems
result they
are slow
to
regard,
being
designed to
enforce process
consistency
rather
react to
constantly
changing
customer
and business
than
support agility
- Rouse (2007)
requirements.”
- Forrestertactical,
(2014) and
• Business Intelligence systems enable strategic,
operational decision-makers to be more flexible and more
responsive to the fast pace of changes to business and
regulatory requirements

An Emergent Approach to Agile BI

Step 1:
Information
Maturity
Assessment

• Information
Management
capabilities
• Identify Gaps
• Baseline Measure

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Discover BI
Opportunities

BI Portfolio
Evaluation

Proof of Concept
Prototypes

• Business
Understanding
• Semi-Structured
Interviews
• Assess current BI
Initiatives
• Case Studies
Analysis
• Inform PoCs

• Portfolio of PoC
Initiatives
• Informed by case
studies,
stakeholders
needs
• Prioritize POC
Initiatives
• Assess value
potential /
strategic
alignment
• MCDM analysis

• Agile development
• Data
Integration/Data as
a Service (DaaS)
• Short term gains
• Evaluate process
• Lessons learned /
Guidelines for
future BI strategy
• Secure Executive
Commitment
/Project Sponsors

Strategic
BI
Roadmap

 Strategic
Alignment
 Portfolio of BI
Initiatives
 Capabilities
Development
 Data
Governance

 Rapid assessment
 Business Alignment, Engagement
 Proof-of-Concepts Prototypes
 Agile technologies (Open-Source)

 Enterprise-scope, Agile-execution

Information Maturity Assessment –
Anchoring the BI Program
Step 1:
Information
Maturity
Assessment

• Information
Management
capabilities
• Identify Gaps
• Baseline Measure

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Discover BI
Opportunities

BI Portfolio
Evaluation

Proof of Concept
Prototypes

• Business
Understanding
• Semi-Structured
Interviews
• Assess current BI
Initiatives
• Case Studies
Analysis
• Inform PoCs

• Portfolio of PoC
• Agile development
Initiatives
• Data
• Informed by case
Integration/Data as
studies,
a Service (DaaS)
stakeholders
• Short term gains
needs
• Evaluate process
• Prioritize POC
• Lessons learned /
Initiatives
Guidelines for
• Assess value
future BI strategy
potential /
• Secure Executive
strategic
Commitment
alignment
/Project Sponsors
Assessment
is a key foundational
step for
• MCDM analysis

Strategic
BI
Roadmap

 Strategic
Alignment
 Portfolio of BI
Initiatives
 Capabilities
Development
 Data
Governance

• Information Maturity
BI Capability
benchmarking and Program Development
• IM Assessment is a precursor to formulating a Strategic Business Intelligence
(BI) capability for supporting corporate transformation

Why Information Maturity Assessment?
• Maturity Models popular in I/S Discipline
– Measure & Benchmark Organizational capabilities: People,
Process & Things (Objects)
– Establish Capability Gaps - Formal assessment of: Where am I
today? Where would I like to be?
– Basis for informed development programs & continuous
improvement
– Self- / 3rd party Independent-Assessment
– Best Known: CMMI – Software Development

• Maturity Models exist for specific domains:
– Software Development, Project Management, Business Process
Management, Enterprise Information Management
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Information Maturity Assessment - Scope
Categories

Definitions

People /
Organisation

Considers the human side of Information Management, looking at how
people are measured, motivated and supported in related activities

Policy

Considers the message to staff from leadership. The assessment considers
whether staff are required to administer and maintain information assets
appropriately and whether there aew consequences for inappropriate
behaviours.

Technology

Covers the tools that are provided to staff to properly meet their
Information Management duties.

Compliance

Surveys the external Information Management obligations of the
organisation.

Measurement

Looks at how the organisation identifies information issues and analyses its
data.

Process /
Practice

Considers whether the organisation has adopted standardised approaches
to Information Management

Survey Instrument: A series of ~100 Capability Statements that assess both business capabilities and data
management / use capabilities to gain a broad and deep understanding of the information management practices in
place and how they impact business performance.

Information Maturity
Model Assessment
**for illustrative purposes only
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Information Maturity
Model Assessment - UWI

Information Maturity Model Capability Definitions
Level 1 Aware

no common information practices. Any pockets of information management maturity that
the organization has are based on the experience and initiatives of individuals.

Level 2 –
Reactive

little in the way of enterprise information management practices. However, certain
departments are aware of the importance of professionally managing information assets and
have developed common practices used within their projects. At the enterprise level, a level
2 organization reacts to data quality issues as they arise

Level 3 Proactive

has a significant degree of information management maturity. Enterprise awareness, policies,
procedures, and standards exist and are generally utilized across all enterprise projects. At
level 3, the information management practices are typically sponsored by and managed by IT.

Level 4 –
Managed

manages information as an enterprise asset. The business is heavily engaged in information
management procedures and takes responsibility for the quality of information that they
manage. A level 4 organisation has many mature and best-in-class practices and utilizes
audits to ensure compliance across all projects

Level 5 –
Optimized

considers information to be as much an enterprise asset as financial and material assets. A
level 5 organisation has best-in-class information management practices that are utilized
across all enterprise projects. The distinguishing characteristic of a level 5 organisation is the
focus on continuous improvement. At level 5, all data management practices and assets are
regularly measured and the results are analysed as the basis for process improvement.
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Source: MIKE2.0 (www.openmethodology.org)

UWI IM Assessment - Excerpt
The Technology assessment covers the architecture,
tools and processes required to support best practice
information management functions.
**for illustrative purposes only

While the Campus has
enterprise grade transactional
and operational systems, the
assessment shows manifest
gaps in several key areas of the
technology architecture, tools
and practices required to
support best practice
information management
functions eg. meta-data
management, profiling &
measurement

Proof of Concept Prototypes
- Building the Case for Strategic BI
Step 1:
Information
Maturity
Assessment

• Information
Management
capabilities
• Identify Gaps
• Baseline Measure

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Discover BI
Opportunities

BI Portfolio
Evaluation

Proof of Concept
Prototypes

• Business
Understanding
• Semi-Structured
Interviews
• Assess current BI
Initiatives
• Case Studies
Analysis
• Inform PoCs

• Portfolio of PoC
• Agile development
Initiatives
• Data
• Informed by case
Integration/Data as
studies,
a Service (DaaS)
stakeholders
• Short term gains
needs
• Evaluate process
• Prioritize POC
• Lessons learned /
Initiatives
Guidelines for
• Assess value
future BI strategy
potential /
• Secure Executive
strategic
Commitment
alignment
/Project Sponsors
help• to
secure/reinforce
Executive
MCDM
analysis

Strategic
BI
Roadmap

 Strategic
Alignment
 Portfolio of BI
Initiatives
 Capabilities
Development
 Data
Governance

• Proof of Concept initiatives
Commitment
by demonstrating Business Value of Advanced Analytics
• Deployment agility enabled through use of Open Source Software: reduced
lead-time/cost/time-to-value, increased experimentation, pervasiveness

Student Lifecycle
Supports Campus Strategic Objectives
3.1 Improve academic and administrative process efficiency
4.2 Improve the end-to-end student experience

• a continuum of stages that a Student enters as they progress in their
relationship with your school
• each stage intersects with different university processes requiring
different offices to interact with the Student
• Metrics are defined at each stage of the lifecycle to support the university
processes
• Provides a basis for managing and optimizing the Student experience
PROSPECT

APPLICANT

•A prospective
•A prospect who is
applicants who has in the process of
shown interest in
completing an
attending UWI
application

ADMITTED

REGISTERED

•An applicant who •A student who has
has been admitted accepted the offer,
to School and has
paid a tuition
not yet paid a
deposit and has
tuition deposit
committed to
matriculating

REGISTERED
IN-PROGRESS
•A student that has
registered and,
selected classes for
a term and is
progressing
towards a degree

ALUMNI
•A student that has
earned a degree
and graduated
from the school

Campus BI Initiative – Student Lifecycle Dashboard
APPLICANT KPIS
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Demographics (Gender,
Age, Nationality)
Interest distribution
(Faculty, Dept, Level,
Program, Major)
Status Distribution
(#applied, complete,
offered, accepted,
rejected, registered)
Acceptance/Selectivity,
Registration rate,
Opportunity Utilization
Admissions Processing
Aging (15, 30, 60 , 90, >
90 days)

YEAR 1 KPIs
Demographics (Gender,
Age, Nationality)

GRADUATION
KPIs

Registration (Faculty,
Dept, Level, Program)

Demographics (Gender,
Age, Nationality)

Cumul GPA distribution
Tenure (#years)

YEAR 2 KPIs

YEAR 3 / YEAR 4
KPIs

Graduates (Faculty,
Dept, Level, Program)
Cumul GPA distribution

First Year Retention
Rates

Throughput Statistics
(by Cohort, Faculty,
Dept, Level, Program)

Withdrawals
(Voluntary/Admini)
Attrition

STUDENT LIFE-CYCLE

• Supports Campus Strategic Objectives
• 3.1 Improve academic and administrative process efficiency
• 4.2 Improve the end-to-end student experience
• Dashboard Features
• Applicant Processing, Student Throughput Analytics
• Interactive, Views by Demographics, Faculty/Departments

A
L
U
M
N
I

POC Deployment Configuration- Open Source

**following diagrams for illustrative purposes only

Synthesizing the Enterprise Strategic BI Roadmap

• Key Attributes of the Roadmap
•
•
•
•

Enterprise scope, incremental execution
Bootstrap initiatives (POCs provide “early wins”)
Develop, Leverage & Apply BI Capabilities
Intrinsic Progress Monitoring
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Components of a Strategic BI Roadmap

The Gartner Business Analytics Framework

Components of a Strategic BI Roadmap
• Performance

• Performance management links the strategic goals of the
business with its execution and seeks to align operational
activities and processes with an appropriate enterprise
metrics

• People

• Development and institutionalization of people capabilities
and roles: producers, consumers & enablers

• Processes

• Pay attention to three key interconnected processes:
decision processes, analytical processes and information
governance processes

Components of a Strategic BI Roadmap
• Platform
• Technologies & Tools for building information capabilities,
analytic capabilities and decision capabilities

• Portfolio
• Develop a balanced portfolio of BI initiatives that includes
technology and analytics projects, as well as capacity
building/training, organizational structures/roles and policy
initiatives

**for illustrative purposes only
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